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Now that I've cracked the problem of drying out the palette with a window screen at the bottom, I know what works for me. I'll be using it for all of my trips and will always carry some tubes of watercolour gouache with me. I prefer to use the small tubes of gouache rather than the bigger bottles as the gouache is thick and readily comes out of the
tubes, and I've had enough luck with getting a second tube of similar paint to my first in the same size tube. And of course, I'll always have tubes of black in smaller tubes for mixing. I use a palette within a palette, but you're right, the M&M's are great and are the best solution I've found. Finally, for paint storage I use the plastic container of white
gouache. This is a compact container and has a simple top which is tight enough to keep paint from drying out. When adding colours to the watercolour gouache, they will have different amounts of water in them (depending on how much brush stroke there is) so you should always shake your palette before adding water and after adding colours
(especially when you reorder your colours!). the process of making colour palettes is difficult. you need a palette that has a dry surface, that can withstand the heat of the wax, and that does not crack when waxed up. the first thing to check is that the paint you want to use is available in the correct size. i bought a 1 litre tube of watercolours from

the local paint shop. but even they werent big enough. my next thought was to take some of the colours from my cadmium yellow and cadmium red colours, and mix them with some of the blue in the palette. even with this "balancing" the palette had a few weak points. but, i liked the texture of the rough surface of the palette and the colours
turned out pretty well. after this i made a set of three palettes, each with two or three variations in the same colour. you can make the colour palettes as is, or you can add a little extra colour to make a dual tone palette. there are also many ways of making a single colour palette. i used wax, but you can use water if you want. 5ec8ef588b
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